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Abstract— Somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT), which is an
important procedure in cloning, has been conducted manually for
decades. The operating efficiency drops sharply in batch SCNT
because of the long-time observation under microscopy and the
time-wasting traditional process. Though the operating time was
reduced by robotic SCNT in previous studies, the traditional
operating process was still used. In this article, we designed a
new robotic batch SCNT process based on a microfluidic groove
and two micropipettes in parallel. By using this new SCNT
process, the operating area switching, objective lens conversing,
and focusing on traditional SCNT process were eliminated, and
oocyte localization was simplified, which saved much operating
time. Experimental results showed that the new robotic batch
process reduced about 50 s (41.7%) compared with the manual
process (proposed 70 s versus manual 120 s). A success rate
of 93.3% (n = 30) and a survival rate of 96.4% were achieved
(n = 28), which were similar to manual process. The new robotic
batch SCNT method demonstrated a high degree of efficiency and
reproducibility.

Note to Practitioners—This article presented a new robotic
somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) process. This new robotic
SCNT process introduced a microfluidic groove for oocyte storage
and two micropipettes for oocyte enucleation and oocyte injection,
respectively. We save much operating time since the operating
area switching, objective lens conversing, and focusing on tradi-
tional SCNT process were eliminated, and oocyte localization
was simplified. Experimental results have demonstrated the
efficiency and reproducibility of the new robotic SCNT process.
This new robotic SCNT process has great potential for many
other applications, e.g., ICSI, embryo microinjection, and cell
biopsy. Commercialization of the proposed technology may lead
to the improvement in SCNT industry. In current experiments,
the somatic cells sometimes were injected at the same time, which
led to the failure of the experiments. In the future, we will apply
control algorithms to control the motion of multiple cells.

Index Terms— Micromanipulation system, microfluidic groove,
robotic batch cell manipulation, somatic cell nuclear transfer
(SCNT), visual detection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CLONING is a technique in which the nucleus of a
somatic cell (SC) is transferred into an enucleated oocyte

for the generation of a new individual by asexual reproduction.
SC nuclear transfer (SCNT) is one of the main steps of
cloning [1]–[4]. SCNT is a complex operating process under a
microscope. Its main procedure consists of oocyte localization
and holding, oocyte rotation and penetration, enucleation,
SC injection, and oocyte releasing [5].

In the past two decades, SCNT has been conducted manu-
ally by highly skilled experimental operators. They dexter-
ously controlled multiple micromanipulation devices under
the eyepieces of a microscope and switched to the different
operating areas six times to convert the objective lens twice
and focus four times in a complete process of the nuclear
transfer. The personnel factor is one of the most important
factors affecting the success rate of SCNT. Moreover, as the
operators need to operate multiple oocytes in one experiment,
the operating efficiency drops sharply with the fatigue of the
personnel after a long time of microscopic observation and
repeated operation. Therefore, it is necessary to replace manual
batch operations by robotic batch SCNT operation.

In the past 20 years, robotics has made great progress in
cell micromanipulation, for example, robotic adherent cell
injection [6], blastocyst injection [7], intracytoplasmic sperm
injection [8], cell biopsy [9], [10], and so on [11]–[15]. These
automation methods are effective in reducing labor intensity
and improving operating efficiency. However, the operating
process of SCNT is very complex; it is difficult to reduce
the operating time by robotizing the manual process directly.
There are two kinds of cells (oocytes and SCs) with different
sizes in SCNT; the main reason for low operating efficiency is
that we need to move the stage, convert, and focus the objec-
tive lens frequently for cell switching and cell localization.
In previous works, we designed the global map of all operating
areas and implemented a robotic batch SCNT process [16].
By using the robotic system, we did not need to convert the
objective lens and reduced the focusing times of the objective
lens. However, the operating time was not reduced greatly
since the operating process of manual SCNT was still used.
We also tried to store the oocytes in a thick pipette to simplify
oocyte localization [17]. However, the number of oocytes in
the pipette was limited due to the big size of the oocytes.

In traditional batch SCNT, the oocytes and cells scatter
in different areas in the petri dish. It takes a long time to
switch to these areas and find proper cells. Meanwhile, oocyte
enucleation and SC injection share one micropipette, which
makes the operation more complicated. Some researchers
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Fig. 1. Comparison between traditional robotic SCNT process and new robotic batch SCNT process. (a) Area distribution in traditional SCNT. (b) Traditional
SCNT process. (c) Distribution in new robotic batch SCNT. (d) New robotic SCNT process.

conducted preliminary explorations for these problems. For
example, Gibson et al. [18] reported a holographic assembler
workstation for optical trapping and micromanipulation to
arrange and hold the cells, by which they could save the
time of area switching and cell holding. However, the laser
confined the size of the cells in several microns in diameter.
Zou et al. [19] designed a system that operated and located
cells with an external electric field. However, it is difficult
for the electric field force to overcome the penetration force.
Ichikawa et al. [20], [21] designed and fabricated some
new operating tools to fulfill the nuclear transfer process,
including microgripper for oocyte holding and microknife
for oocyte penetration, so that the enucleation process and
injection process were separated. However, it was still a
problem to rotate the cell using these tools in a closed chip.
Zhang et al. [22] developed a robotic system for the pick-
and-place of batch embryos. The throughput of this robotic
system was three times that of manual operation. This method
provides a good way for us to arrange the SCs.

In this article, we designed a new robotic batch SCNT
process based on a microfluidic groove and two micropipettes
in parallel. We first analyzed the oocyte operations in the
groove by fluid theory, and then, we realized the key steps
in robotic batch SCNT, including oocyte localization, oocyte
holding, and double-micropipette switching. This new robotic
process eliminated operating area switching, objective lens

conversing, and focusing and simplified oocyte localization.
The experiment results showed that the new SCNT process
reduced about 50 s (41.7%) compared with the manual
process.

II. DESIGN OF THE NEW BATCH NUCLEAR

TRANSFER PROCESS

A. Analysis of SCNT Process

In traditional SCNT, the oocytes and SCs are placed in
the “oocyte area” and “SC area” separately in the culture
medium droplet. The “operating area,” “storage area,” and
“genetic material (GM) area” (the GM in this article means
the nucleus and some cytoplasm) are also set to perform the
nuclear transfer and to store the operated oocytes and the
useless GMs, respectively. Fig. 1(a) shows the distribution of
these areas. In one SCNT process, the oocyte is taken from
the “oocyte area,” operated in the “operating area,” and stored
in the “storage area” after nuclear transfer. The solid arrows
in Fig. 1(a) show this process. During manipulation, operators
aspirate the nucleus and polar body of the oocyte in “operating
area,” exclude the material in “GM area,” aspirate the SC
in “SC area,” and go back to the “operating area” to inject
the SC into the enucleated oocyte, as shown in the dotted
arrows in Fig. 1(a). All these manipulations are performed
by one injection micropipette. In the previous study, we used
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the global map and a global field of view of batch oocytes to
expedite SCNT, but we still needed to switch to these different
areas six times for each SCNT [16].

In one traditional SCNT process, as shown in Fig. 1(b),
the operators perform the nuclear transfer in the following
steps.

1) Convert to 4× objective and focus, select, and hold one
oocyte using the holding micropipette from the “oocyte
area.”

2) Convert to 10× objective and focus, rotate the oocyte,
and aspirate the GMs from the oocyte to the injection
micropipette in the “operating area.”

3) Exclude the GMs from the injection micropipette to the
“GM area.”

4) Focus on the SC plane, select an SC, and aspirate it into
the injection pipette from the “SC area.”

5) Focus on the oocyte plane and inject the SC into the
enucleated oocyte back in the “operating area.”

6) Release and store the operated oocyte in the “storage
area.”

As shown in Fig. 1, the operators need to switch to different
operating areas six times, convert the objective lens twice,
and focus four times in a complete process of SCNT. In the
previous study, we have used the global map to locate each
operating area and a global field of view of batch oocytes for
oocyte localization without objective lens conversion [16], but
we still needed to switch to these different areas six times and
focus the objective lens two times for SC selection in each
SCNT.

There are two kinds of cells (oocytes and SCs) with different
sizes and different focal planes in SCNT; we need to move the
stage, convert, and focus on the objective lens frequently for
cell switching and cell localization, which is the main cause
of the tedious operating process.

In this article, we improved the SCNT process in two ways.
On one hand, we placed the oocytes in a microfluidic groove
in one dimension along the Y -axis, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
It was easy to distinguish the operated oocytes and the
oocytes to be operated so that oocyte localization could be
simplified, and “oocyte area” and “storage area” in Fig. 1(a)
were removed. On the other hand, two micropipettes in parallel
were introduced in robotic batch SCNT for oocyte enucleation
and SC injection, respectively. Multiple SCs were aspirated
in the injection micropipette before the SCNT process; we
only switched to the “SC area” and focused when all SCs in
the injection micropipette were used. Meanwhile, SC injection
by injection micropipette could be synchronized with GM
exclusion by enucleation micropipette so that the “GM area”
was also removed. Fig. 1(d) shows the improved SCNT
process; we only needed to switch the micropipettes twice and
move the motorized stage once along Y -axis, which simplified
the operating process greatly.

B. Process of Robotic Batch SCNT

Based on the previous analysis, we designed the new batch
SCNT process, as shown in Fig. 2. The detailed steps are listed
as follows.

Fig. 2. Robotic batch SCNT process scheme.

1) Prepare the experiments. Place the oocytes in the groove.
Aspirate multiple SCs in the injection micropipette.

2) Drive the electric stage to move along the Y -axis until
the oocyte to be operated appears in the microscopic
field. Move this oocyte to the center of the field of view.

3) Move the holding micropipette along the X -axis to the
oocyte. Hold the oocyte with negative pressure by the
pressure controller.

4) Move the enucleation micropipette along the X -axis to
approach the oocyte. Rotate the oocyte by the enucle-
ation micropipette until the polar body is pointed to the
desired position for enucleation [23].

5) Penetrate the oocyte and extract the GMs from the
oocyte by the enucleation micropipette and then with-
draw the enucleation micropipette.

6) Move the enucleation micropipette along the Y -axis until
the injection micropipette appears in the microscopic
field.

7) Penetrate the oocyte by the injection micropipette
through the wound leaving by enucleation and inject one
SC into the oocyte [22]. Meanwhile, exclude the GMs
from the enucleation micropipette out of the microscopic
field. Withdraw the injection micropipette.

8) Release the operated oocyte with positive pressure.
9) Repeat steps 2–8 if there are oocytes to be operated;

otherwise, end the whole operation.

In the new batch SCNT process, the oocytes were placed in
the groove and close to each other. Oocyte holding operations
may cause unnecessary interference with the surrounding
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Fig. 3. Calculation of the minimum holding pressure. (a) Force analysis
in the groove. (b) Minimum dragging force analysis. (c) Fluid flow near the
micropipette.

oocytes by the movement of the culture medium. In order
to aspirate one and only one oocyte from the groove, we first
analyzed the force of the oocyte in the groove by fluid theory
and calculated the minimum pressure for oocyte holding.
Then, we focused on the realization of the key steps in
robotic batch SCNT, including oocyte localization in step 2,
oocyte holding in step 3, and micropipettes switching in
step 6. Robotic oocyte rotation in step 4 and multiple-SC
injection in step 7 were realized by the methods in [23]
and [22], respectively. In step 5, the endpoint of enucleation
was determined by human–computer interaction due to the
difficulty of visual detection.

III. KEY METHOD OF ROBOTIC BATCH SCNT

A. Minimum Holding Pressure Calculation

As the oocytes are approximately sphere, we analyzed the
force assuming the oocyte as a uniform sphere in this article.

According to the law of Newtonian mechanics [as shown
in Fig. 3(a)], when the oocytes are at the bottom of the groove,
we have

N = G − Fv = 4

3
(ρcell − ρfluid)π R3g (1)

where N is the bracing force of the bottom, G is the gravity,
Fv is the buoyancy force, R is the radius of the cell, g is the
gravitational acceleration, ρfluid is the density of the fluid, and
ρcell is the density of the cell.

When the holding micropipette starts to aspirate the oocyte,
the cell is affected by the dragging force Fdrag, which is
generated by the fluidic flow. With the increase in Fdrag,
the cell contacts with the upper edge of the groove. Then,
the contact force Fcontact is generated, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
In the vertical direction, the Z -component of Fcontact cancels
out the bracing force N gradually. The acceleration of the
oocyte can be regarded as zero when the bracing force just
disappears. Analyzing the force balance state, the following
equation can be obtained:

G − Fv = Fcontact cos γ (2)

Fdrag = Fcontact sin γ (3)

where γ is the angle between the direction of the contact force
and the vertical direction. Then, the dragging force Fdrag can
be calculated by (3).

The dragging force caused by the fluid flow Fdrag can be
calculated as

Fdrag = 1

2
ρfluidV 2CD A (4)

where V is the velocity of the fluid near the oocyte, CD is
the drag coefficient of an oocyte, and A is the cross-sectional
area of the micropipette outlet. In the experiments, the outlet
of the holding micropipette is close to the oocyte. Accordingly,
the fluid velocity near the cell V can be considered the same
as the fluid velocity at the outlet of the holding micropipette
v1 (V ≈ v1).

According to the continuum model of the fluid, we have

ρfluidv1 A1 = ρfluidv2 A2 (5)

where A1 and A2 are the cross-sectional area of the
micropipette outlet and gas–liquid interface (GLI) [the red
curve in Fig. 3(c)] and v2 is the fluid velocity of the GLI.
The relationship between the fluid velocity of the micropipette
outlet v1 and the GLI v2 can be obtained by (5)

v2 =
(

d2

d1

)2

v1 (6)

where d1 and d2 are the diameters of the micropipette outlet
and the GLI.

Because the fluid is incompressible and viscous effects can
be ignored in the experiments, according to the Bernoulli
equation, we have

z1 + P1

ρfluidg
+ v1

2

2g
= z2 + P2

ρfluidg
+ v2

2

2g
+ ξD

v2
2

2g
(7)

where z1 and z2 are the altitudes of the micropipette outlet
and the GLI, P1 and P2 are the pressures of the micropipette
outlet and the GLI, and ξD is the loss factor. As the end of the
micropipette is placed horizontally, we have z1 = z2. Then,
the relationship between the fluid velocity of the micropipette
outlet v1 and the pressure difference �P = P2 − P1 can be
obtained

�P = 1

2
ρfluid

(
1 − (1 + ξD)

(
d2

d1

)4
)

v1
2. (8)

Because the shape of holding micropipette is narrow in the
front and wide in the back [as shown in Fig. 3(c)], the loss
factor ξD contains the friction coefficient of micropipette wall
ξTP and the coefficient of expansion resistance ξpacm

ξD = ξTP + ξpacm. (9)

ξTP can be calculated by

ξTP = λ

8 sin θ/2

[
1 −

(
A1

A2

)2
]

(10)

where λ is the friction coefficient of the fluid and θ is the
diffusion angle of the micropipette [as shown in Fig. 3(c)].
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Fig. 4. Process of oocyte position detection. (a) Original image. (b) Image
after morphological opening. (c) Binary image created by OTSU adaptive
thresholding.

The fluid flow in the micropipette can be considered as
laminar, and λ is the function of the Reynolds number Re

λ = 64

Re
= 64μ

ρfluidv1d1
(11)

where μ is the viscosity coefficient of the fluid.
When the diffusion angle is between 0◦ and 40◦, the coef-

ficient of expansion resistance ξpacm can be empirically corre-
lated as

ξpacm = 3.2 tan
θ

2

√√√√[4]tan θ/2

[
1 −

(
A1

A2

)2
]
. (12)

The Bernoulli equation describes the energy conservation
of the macroscopic fluids. The surface tension is an important
factor in microfluidics, so (8) is modified as [24]

�P = 1

2
ρfluid

(
1 − (1 + ξD)

(
d2

d1

)4
)

v1
2 + 4σ cos β

d2
(13)

where σ is the surface tension coefficient of the fluid and β
is the contact angle between the fluid and the air [as shown
in Fig. 3(c)].

B. Oocyte Localization

When the electric stage moved along the Y -axis, the oocyte
would appear in the microscopic field. We detected the oocyte
according to the shape and contrast of the oocyte in micro-
scopic images. We focused on two parameters of the oocyte:
the area Aoocyte and the roundness Cl . The morphological
filters were used to get the parameters in this article. First,
the morphological opening was used to remove the noise of
small particles and extrude the edge in the original image,
as shown in Fig. 4(b). Second, the binary image was obtained
by using the OTSU adaptive threshold algorithm, as shown
in Fig. 4(c), so that the foreground was separated from the
background.

We got the position of the oocyte by the following steps.

1) Calculate the values of Aoocyte and Cl . The oocyte area
Aoocyte was calculated by counting up all the white pixels
in Fig. 4(c). The roundness Cl was defined as

Cl = 4π Aoocyte

Loocyte
2 (14)

where Loocyte was the perimeter of the binary image of
the oocyte.

Fig. 5. Oocyte localization.

2) Remove unnecessary objects by setting a reasonable
roundness threshold (the threshold is 0.64 in this article).

3) Obtain the position of the oocyte to be operated. If there
were multiple oocytes in the field of view, the oocytes
were sorted using the bubble sort method to find the
nearest oocyte to the holding micropipette.

Now, we knew the position of the oocyte to be operated
(the orange point in Fig. 5) and the position of the holding
micropipette (the red point in Fig. 5), which was detected
by the template matching method. The red point was also
the endpoint of the oocyte movement. We could calculate
the vertical distance between the holding micropipette and
oocyte (e1) and the horizontal distance between the holding
micropipette and oocyte (e2). e1 and e2 were set as the inputs
of the motorized stage and holding micropipette manipulator.
The motorized stage moved the distance of e1 along the Y -axis
and the holding manipulator moved the distance of e2 − Roocyte

along the X -axis so that the holding micropipette was close
to the oocyte.

C. Oocyte Holding

We used the sharpness of the oocyte to determine whether
the oocyte left the groove and was held by the holding
micropipette. The clarity evaluation method was applied to
measure the sharpness of the oocyte in the image. The evalu-
ation function was defined by the normalized variance

F = 1

M × N × ε

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

[I (i, j) − ε]2 (15)

where M and N were the height and width of the image,
respectively, I (i, j) was the pixel intensity at (i, j), and ε was
the average intensity. Compared with the other clarity evalu-
ation method [25], the normalized variance method provided
a unimodal curve of the sharpness of the oocyte so that the
focusing of the oocyte could be clearly distinguished.

The oocyte was held by the following steps. First, the region
of interest (ROI) of the oocyte was obtained; both the holding
micropipette outlet and the oocyte were visible in the ROI.
Second, the pneumatic syringe provided a negative pressure,
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Fig. 6. Sharpness of the ROI image for cell holding state detection.

which was slightly larger than the minimum pressure to drag
the oocyte. At the same time, the values of the evaluation
function were calculated in the ROI image continuously. The
cell holding state was easily distinguished by comparing the
sharpness difference of the image with a reasonable threshold
(as shown in Fig. 6). Finally, we confirmed that the oocyte
has been held and started rotating oocyte.

D. Function Switching of Enucleation and Injection

The enucleation micropipette and injection micropipette
were held in parallel in the same micromanipulator during
the experiments. However, there was only one micropipette
appears in ten times microscopic field [see Fig. 7(a)]. There-
fore, we needed to design a fast switching method to improve
the operating efficiency in the process of switching between
the enucleation and SC injection. Meanwhile, we must ensure
that the injection micropipette penetrated the oocyte again
from the wound (caused by enucleation) after switching; oth-
erwise, the injection micropipette would penetrate the oocyte
from other positions. In that case, the cytoplasm would flow
from the original wound, making the experiment fail.

The relative position between the enucleation micropipette
and injection micropipette would not change in the exper-
iments, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Therefore, we first cali-
brated the rough distance between the two micropipettes
(Drough) under four times the objective lens before experi-
ments. Second, we recorded the positions of the enucleation
micropipette or injection micropipette by template matching
algorithm under ten times an objective lens. When the two
micropipettes needed to be switched in the experiments,
the current micropipette moved the distance Drough along the
Y -axis so that another micropipette would quickly appear in
the field of view.

Finally, we relocated the current micropipette to the
desired position, which was convenient for oocyte penetration;
15 oocytes were used to verify the accuracy of micropipettes
switching. The results showed that the success rate was 100%.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. System Design

Micromanipulation system consists of the following parts
[see Fig. 8(a) and (b)]: a standard inverted microscope

Fig. 7. (a) Schematic under ten times microscopic field. (b) Rough distance
between the enucleation micropipette and the injection micropipette under
four times microscopic field.

(Olympus, BX-51, Japan) as the basic platform of the sys-
tem, a pair of in-house developed motorized X-Y-Z micro-
manipulators (range of movement: 50 mm × 50 mm ×
50 mm, repeatability: 1 μm, and maximum speed: 1 mm/s),
an in-house developed motorized X-Y stage (range of move-
ment: 100 mm × 100 mm, repeatability: 1 μm, and maximum
speed: 2 mm/s), a CCD camera (Panasonic, W-V-460, Japan),
three micropipette holders (Narishige, HI-7, Japan), a double
pipette holder (Narshige, HD-21, Japan), a self-developed
syringe (including the motor controller, Zolix, ASM-XYZ-1A,
China) based on pressure accumulation principle, a pressure
controller box based on pneumatic principle, a host computer
for pressure data acquisition, image processing, and motion
control [23], [26], [27].

The groove was made up of polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA). It is easy to fabricate a large channel with a wide
width ratio and good light transmittance without biological
toxicity by PMMA. In this article, the surface of the groove
was treated with hydrophilicity. In order to prevent the porcine
oocytes from being trapped by the microgroove, we designed
the microgroove as follows: the width was greater than the
diameter of the oocytes, and the depth was a little less than the
radius of the oocytes. In this article, the width and depth of the
groove were set to 60 and 250μm, respectively. The oocytes
were manually placed in the groove by the operators before
the experiments. Since it is not necessary to place the cells at a
precise point, this operation does not increase the complexity
of the experiments. The groove is a nonclosed structure so that
it does not bother with the subsequent operations.

The two micropipettes for enucleation and injection were
fixed by a double pipette holder (see Fig. 9). The enucleation
micropipette (the upper micropipette) was used to extract the
GMs from the oocyte. The injection micropipette (the lower
micropipette) was used to inject the SC into the enucle-
ated oocyte. The holding micropipette and the enucleation
micropipette were connected to the “pressure controller.”
The injection micropipette was connected to the “motorized
syringe” [see Fig. 8(a)].

B. Minimum Holding Pressure

In this article, we used the porcine oocyte in the experi-
ments. The radius and the density of the oocyte are 75 ± 5 μm
and 1049.5 ± 9.2 kg/m3, respectively [24]. The density of the
culture medium is approximately 1008.2 kg/m3 [24]. In (1),
the bracing force of the bottom N is 4.5–10.6 × 10−10 N.
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Fig. 8. (a) Schematic of the robotic batch SCNT system. (b) Robotic batch
SCNT system setup.

Fig. 9. Two micropipettes for enucleation and injection. (a) Experimental
image shows the two micropipettes for enucleation and injection. (b) Experi-
mental image shows the two micropipettes for enucleation and injection under
four times microscopic field.

The depth of the groove is 60 μm, and γ is approximately
11.5◦, as shown in Fig. 3(b). In (2) and (3), the minimum
dragging force from the fluid flow Fdrag is about 0.9–2.1 ×
10−10 N.

The dragging coefficient of a sphere oocyte equals to
0.47 [28]. In (4), the fluid velocity (V ) that generates the
sufficient force to drag the oocyte can be calculated to be
0.017–0.026 m/s. sin θ/2 is 0.02, A1/A2 is 0.857, the viscosity
coefficient of fluid is 1656.9×10−6m2/s [29], d1 is 50 μm, and

TABLE I

OOCYTE POSITION DETECTION AND OOCYTE HOLDING DETECTION

d2 is 54 μm. In (9)–(12), the loss factor ξD can be calculated
to be 119.2. RH = d1/2 = 25 μm. Therefore, in (13),
the minimum holding pressure P could be calculated as
1706.2–1737.9 Pa. In the experiments, the pressure to hold the
oocyte was set as 1750 Pa (a little bigger than the calculated
results) to ensure the success of oocyte holding. We did the
aspiration experiment with the pressure of 1750 Pa. Because
the density of the culture medium would change with time
and environment temperature, we did the SCNT experiment
of each batch in 15 min and changed the culture medium
for the next batch experiment. In the experiment, the distance
between the adjacent oocytes was about 200–220 μm. The
experimental results showed that the success rate of oocyte
holding was 100% (n = 20), and the other oocytes did not
move when the target oocyte was held.

C. Experimental Process and Results

1) Visual Detection Results of Oocyte Position and Hold-
ing: Thirty oocytes were used to verify the oocyte position
algorithm and oocyte holding algorithm. As shown in Table I,
The success rate of oocyte position detection was 96%, and
the success rate of oocyte holding detection was 100%. The
threshold of roundness Cl in the oocyte position algorithm was
set as 0.64, and the threshold of evaluation value in the oocyte
holding algorithm was set as 400. Oocyte position detection
failed when the impurity in the culture medium contacted with
oocytes, which changed the outline of the oocytes.

2) Micropipette Switching Results: Fifteen oocytes were
used to verify the accuracy of micropipettes switching.
The distance between the two micropipettes in parallel was
790 μm. Each oocyte was first penetrated and enucleated
by the enucleation micropipette and then injected the SC
by the injection micropipette. It took about 7 s to switch
the micropipette and relocate the current micropipette. The
experimental results showed that the success rate was 100%.

3) SCNT Operating Results: In this article, we used the
porcine oocytes and porcine fetal fibroblasts as oocytes and
SCs. We operated three batches of ten oocytes by the proposed
new robotic SCNT, and the typical operating process is shown
in Fig. 10. Fig. 10(a) shows the state of locating and holding
the oocyte; Fig. 10(b) shows the state of rotating the oocyte to
the desired orientation; Fig. 10(c) shows the state of aspirating
the GMs from the oocyte; Fig. 10(d) shows the state of switch-
ing the enucleation and injection micropipette; Fig. 10(e)
shows the state of preparing for injection; Fig. 10(f) shows the
state of injecting the SC into the enucleated oocyte; Fig. 10(g)
shows the state of switching the enucleation micropipette
back; and Fig. 10(h) shows the state of releasing the oocyte
and finding the next oocyte. Video (Movie.avi) given in the
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Fig. 10. Typical operating process. (a) Locate and hold the oocyte. (b) Rotate
the oocyte. (c) Aspirate the GMs from the oocyte. (d) Switch the injection
micropipette. (e) Prepare to inject. (f) Inject the SC. (g) Switch the enucleation
micropipette back. (h) Release the operated oocyte.

Supplementary Material shows the operating process of the
proposed method.

The average costing time of the proposed new robotic
SCNT was 70 s, including the time for collecting SCs into
the injection micropipette. While the average costing time
of 30 cases of manual SCNT was 120 s and that of traditional
robotic SCNT was 107 s, including the time of global map
construction. Table II shows the average costing time of each
step in the SCNT process. In oocyte localization, the oocytes
were regularly placed in the groove before experiments in
the proposed SCNT process. We only needed to search and
localize the oocyte in one dimension, which saved about
10 s compared with the traditional robotic SCNT process.
In SC injection, two micropipettes were used for enucleation
and injection separately, and multiple SCs were aspirated in
the injection micropipette before experiments. We saved the
time of operating area switching for GM’s exclusion and SC
aspiration, so the costing time of this step was reduced from
43 to 16 s. The new robotic process reduced about 50 s
(41.7%) compared with the manual process (proposed 70 s
versus manual 120 s) and 37 s (34.6%) compared with the
traditional robotic process (proposed new robotic 70 s versus
traditional robotic 107 s).

An operation was considered successful when the robotic
system achieved all steps of SCNT and successfully released
the oocytes after transplantation on the microfluidic groove.
Table III shows the success rates of the three kinds of operating
processes. In the proposed new robotic SCNT, 28 oocytes were
enucleated and injected with the SCs successfully, achieving

TABLE II

SCNT SPEED COMPARISON BETWEEN MANUAL, TRADITIONAL
ROBOTIC AND NEW ROBOTIC METHODS

Fig. 11. Embryos after SCNT, activation, and cultured for one day.

TABLE III

SUCCESS RATE AND SURVIVAL RATE AFTER SCNT

a success rate of 93.3%. The failure cases occurred when two
SCs in the pipette were injected into the oocyte at the same
time. The proposed method greatly improved the operating
efficiency with the similar success rate of the previous methods
(manual: 96.6%; traditional robotic: 93.3%).

4) Embryo Culture Results After SCNT:
After SCNT, the successfully operated oocytes, which were

embryos then, were first activated and then cultured at 37
◦C with 5% CO2. The experimental results are summarized
in Table III. In proposed new robotic SCNT, 27 embryos were
alive after one-day culture (n = 28), as shown in Fig. 11,
achieving a survival rate of 96.4%, which was similar to that
of the previous methods (manual: 96.5%; traditional robotic:
96.4%). The high survival rate demonstrates that the proposed
new robotic SCNT did not cause significant damage to oocyte
development.

V. CONCLUSION

SCNT is an important procedure in cloning. As a com-
plex operating process under a microscope, SCNT has been
conducted manually for decades. However, the operating effi-
ciency drops sharply in manual SCNT due to the fatigue
of the personnel. In this article, we designed a new robotic
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batch SCNT process to replace the manual operation. First,
a microfluidic groove and two micropipettes in parallel, which
were used to replace the injection micropipette, were intro-
duced to improve the micromanipulation system. The batch
oocytes were placed in the groove, and multiple SCs were
aspirated in one of the parallel micropipettes before the SCNT
experiments. Second, we analyzed the force of the oocyte in
the groove by fluid theory to verify the feasibility of the groove
and then calculated the minimum pressure for oocyte holding.
Finally, we realized the whole robotic batch SCNT process
based on visual detection and motion control.

This new robotic process eliminated the operating area
switching, the objective lens conversing, and focusing and sim-
plified oocyte localization. Experimental results showed that
the new robotic batch process reduced about 50 s (41.7%)/37 s
(34.6%) compared with the manual process/traditional robotic
process (new robotic: 70 s, traditional robotic: 107 s, and
manual: 120 s). A success rate of 93.3% (n = 30) and a
survival rate of 96.4% were achieved (n = 28), which were
similar to manual process and traditional robotic process. The
new robotic batch SCNT method demonstrated a high degree
of efficiency and reproducibility.

The new batch robotic process has great potential for many
other applications, e.g., ICSI, and embryo microinjection.
Commercialization of the proposed technology may lead to
the improvement in SCNT industry.

In the robotic batch SCNT experiments, somatic injection
is the most difficult part; since there were many SCs in the
injection micropipette, only one cell should be injected into the
oocyte each time. In current experiments, the SCs, sometimes,
stuck together with the fluid movement in the injection pipette,
so two SCs sometimes were injected at the same time, which
led to the failure of the experiments. In the future, we will
apply solution flow modeling, balance pressure modeling, and
adaptive control to control the motion of multiple cells.
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